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About This Game

You are sent in on top secret missions across the world to erase any existence of the governments tests.
On arrival things don't seem to go to plan as you are forced to fight for your life in a hope that you will make it out alive!
Use weapons, traps and throwable's to defeat the infected or use the skills menu to make the ultimate solider.
Enemies range from walking/running to explosive, ranged and even invisible.

Fight the infected on bridges, in compounds and even in a disco!
There are many places you can go to fight, but beware as there might not be just infected there...
Use anything you can find to stop them from taking you down!
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Remember to use your downtime well to gain better equipment and map out a escape route!

There is a ranking system in place for seeing if you are the best of the best and each season will have different goals to gain the
highest rank.
Events happen every so often and can gain players more rewards and exp (or even special items).
Special items will range from weapon skins to new grenades and even weapons.
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I used this software for videos, that I record when im bored. (rhyme XD) That is BEFORE the new update. Now this is just a
load of crap. Overlays are gone, Webcam wont work, Desktop mode..... REMOVED! Dont waste $39.99 on this piece of
CRAP. I might reccommed this software when they add the desktop mode back.. Mesmerizing, addicting and challenging fast
paced dodging game. I just wish you could use your own music. The controls are easy to use and the game is quite fun until it
starts to feel repetitive. If you play too long, you start seeing the game when you blink after you quit lol.. Chinese version
please!. Inertia is a very fast paced parcour game with some great physics. It has a unique graphic style and breathtaking
polishing. However, the community levels can quite often be broken and should require more playthroughs of the level by the
curator before being published.. I was happy to finish all the achiements and move on. Music was awful.. Pros:
*Music, for a small game it's cute music and fitting.
*Characters, some are likeable, some need to grow on you, some are mysterious, there's a variety!
*Story, wonderful story and in my opinion definitely worth a second playthrough for the New Game+ extra scenes.
Definitely a very different and cute little short game that I thoroughly enjoyed playing through twice in 5 hours. I won't be
forgetting this one anytime soon.
Cons:
*I wanted more! xD Gosh I wish it was longer, but for the price it was plenty of content. *crosses fingers* sequel?. If you are in
to really simple games that make no sense and make you feel old as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 then this is for
you ;D.
* No Objective
* Not Fun (My opinion)
* Only played for 16 mins and have no clue what the game is or suppose to be
* Very confusing on what to do (No tutorial or info\/plot)
Overall this game makes no sense and I personally don't enjoy spending my time on these types of games. If you are a FPS,
MMO, MOBA, or RPG player, than do not venture into these games. I tried something new and now I want a refund. Great art
style (the earlier footage from developer vlog looks better tho)
Great music
Can be very frustrating especially in harder difficulties
Very rewarding when you beat personal scores, super hard levels etc.
Very relaxing and fun in casual mode while ignoring the scores
In-game World Leaderboards still working
MP is dead, you might still be able to play with friends but I haven't tried it yet. This game is really good and deserves more
attention. It reminds me of Superhot, but without the time feature, and with a space theme. It's currently a short game, but for
that price it's totally worth it. I love the concept of playing every scene in roomscale and having no need to walk or teleport.
Good music too. Awesome!. good game. My son is delighted, I recommend
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I was looking for cheap and easy to run games for my laptop, so I bought this on sale randomly. I didn't even know much about
how it played, I was just looking for something cheap. Months later, I finally decided to try it out when I was bored.
I was instantly hooked. It's so addictive. Even though there isn't a lot to offer, it's the kind of game you lose hours to, even just
from the basic kit. The extra kits add more depth and give you even more options to play with, which are all fun and interesting.
(EXCEPT FOR THE ROCKET KIT, SCREW THAT CRAP)
The best game I can compare it to is The Binding of Isaac. It's really fun, and if you're okay with quality over quanity, definitely
go for it!. Exciting enough for Facebook :) 2\/10. \u2713 Goofy universe, strange situations and storyline
\u2713 Having recurring characters is actually not a bad idea
\u2713 Excellent soundtracks, reminiscent of the first season's
\u2718 Voice tracks are of rather poor quality sampling
\u2718 Still no Linux support!. If you love yuri vn's this is a must play. The quality is top tier. The story will have some
unexpected moments that will incite some strong, confusing feelings within you (I loved then hated then loved then hated and
finally loved the story). The writers are genius and knew exactly what they were doing. Like the game says at the start, forget
about your real life troubles and relax in a beautiful yuri world.. I was honestly surprised how much fun this game is. It's not the
kind of game I am used to playing, but once I tried it I enjoyed it greatly.
Each playthrough is a challenge, whether or not I can beat my own highscore and climb the leaderboard further. Unlocking new
items definitely helps and I especially like the huge fiery sword which rotates around you. Given the asteroids look like peanuts
:D and there are some minor bugs, but the game is still in early access and it is rather cheap, so I can definitely recommend it..
One of the best representations of what I feel VR should be. Amazing job on this game guys!. Alte = Isis member
Kyoko = she looks like Mai Minakami from Nichijou but.... not edgy enough
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